The Utah Water Research Laboratory recently had the opportunity to host AWRA Conference attendees on a laboratory tour.

AWRA Conference members on a UWRL tour led by Blake Tullis

The 2019 Conference of the Annual Water Resources Association, the "preeminent multidisciplinary association for information exchange, professional development and education about water resources and related issues," was held in Salt Lake City, Utah, November 3–6. Attendees had the option to participate in the tour on Sunday, November 3rd, as part of the conference.

Sixteen water resources professionals traveled to Logan to learn about the research areas and current projects at the UWRL. Attendees came from a wide range of professions and locations, including Utah government employees, professors, researchers, and company owners. The tour highlights included the newly remodeled environmental quality lab, AggieAir’s UAV remote sensing capabilities, and both UWRL hydraulic laboratories.